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Genotype-phenotype mappings provide a natural filtration for genetic sequences by considering sequences
“equivalent” if they fold into the same minimum free energy. This perspective naturally leads to analyz-
ing the induced subgraphs of pre-images in the sequence space, and to the concept of neutral networks of
RNA secondary structures. One prominent phenomenon is that of spontaneous, rapid transitions of evolving
populations of RNA sequences from one structure to another by tunneling through bi-compatible sequences.
These sequences represent a gateway between different phenotypes. Recent studies also show that even iden-
tical genotypes can lead to many different phenotypes in response to environmental changes. The existence
of ribo-switches is strong evidence in support of this observation. Therefore, bi-compatible sequences are
relevant for ribo-switch sequences, the latter being beacons of evolution that realize two distinct phenotypes.
We employ a full loop energy model Boltzmann sampler for bi-compatible sequences for a given pair of struc-
tures. The novel dynamic programming algorithm is based on a topological framework encapsulating the
relations between loops via a simplicial complex. We further utilize our sequence sampler to study the energy
spectra and densities of bi-compatible sequences, the rankings of the structures and key properties relevant
for evolutionary transitions. Our analysis of ribo-switch sequences shows a distinct signature, suggesting a
new criterion for identifying native sequences and sequences subjected to evolutionary pressure.
